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INTRODUCTIOli 

In his Gottingen dissertation [5],1 published in 19101 

.i\lfred Haar constructed a system of orthonormal :functions 

which are defined by, anl known as Haar functions, 

\_(t) - l (O~t~l) • -

Vt>+; 
(O~t<¼) 
p,. 4 t~ l) , 

2 

(t = ½) 

•••••• *· ..... " ..... " •• ·• ... -•. ff· .................. .. 

\:) (t) - +~2n-l (O t < l~) 
-· 2 

F cl <-t<-i) - 2n · 2n ) 

-J2nal (t: 2) 
j'n 

0 everywhere else in [0,1] 

+ 2n-l 
2k-2 < t < 2k-l <7 2n ) 

{~) <ti --
~<..t<~ ( 2n 2n) -

l Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at 
the emi of the paper. 
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Vi 
2 

, 

0 everywhere else in 

~ 2n-l 'n 2n ... 1 + ( 2!.,..,e, · 
<. t < ) -2n 2n 

c2n-1) J2n-1 2°-1 < (t) = .. ( <. t - 1 ) 
2n 

~211-i ( t - 2n-2 ) -2 2n 

0 everywhere else in [0,1] 

This system of functions bas a very interesting property that 

if a function f'(x) is Lebesgue integrable, then its Fourier 

expansion in terms of this system converges almost everywhere 

to f(x). In particular, if the function f(x) is continuous 

everywhere then its Haar Fourier expansion converges to f'(x) 

everywhere (here Haar Fourier expansion means the Fourier 

expansion in terms of Haar fu11ctions). In the same year, 

Faber pointed out that if a function is continuous everywhere 

in [o,l] except at a point X0 , where it makes a fi11ite jump, 
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then its Haar Fourier expansion at Xo converges to½ (t(X0 +) 

t f (Xo-)] , in case that X0 is a dyadic ration.alt and diverges 

otherwise. The Haar .. functions did not receive the a tten·tion 

whlch they deserve. '110 our best knowledge, practically no 

paper concerning them was published in th.e period 1910-1922. 

Then anpeared two papers by- Walsh in 1923, in one of which 
,, . ' 

[15], he introduced a new system of orthonor:mal functions 

which is closely related to the Ha.ar system and since then 

kno\vn as Walsh functions• . . t 

We observe th.at al though the Haar Fourier expansion of 

a continuous function represents the function, yet the Haar 

functions· themselves are discontinuous. The question which 

naturally arises is whether there exists an ot•thonormal 

system of continuous functions in that the expansion of any 

continuous function represen·ts the .function everywhere. This 

has been a.t'firmat1 vely answered. by' Philip F'ranklin CS]• 

A very interesting property of Haar £unctions was 

disoovered by Scha.uder [12) namely, it t(x) is o(. th summable 

(~~1), so is 

lim 
n~oo 

(p) 
where fa n J a.re the Fourier coefficients·~ Concerning 

Scha.ud.er 1s result as well as ,the relationship between the 
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Haar functions and spaces of vector valued tu.notions, Gelbau.m 

[4] :ma.de some investigations recently. To our best knowledge, 

these are ·the only main papers published concerning Haar 

functions besides some occ~aional rr~ntion of them as counter 

examples; in this respect we r&for to a recent paper by Budin 

(10] 

It is the purpose of this paper to rr.e.ke a systematic 

s:tudy of Haa.r :functions in the· traditional manner, First of 
i.t•;/:,_ 

all, 1,ve · try to extend the class o:!' .functions Vlh1 eh admit a 

uniformly convergent Haar Fourier expansion• This ex.tension 

has gone not very far, our train results are ··contained in 

Theorems i.3 and 1.4, a.nd way be stated as follows. Let !'(x) 

be a. functfon co·ntfnuous everywhere in (o,1], except on a 

set B of dyadic rati.onals where .t(x} :makes _a fini t& jump, and 

at the point of discontinuity X0 , f(x) is defined to be 

½[t{Xc,+) + r(X0•}) • Let the derived set of B be denoted by 

Bi. Then the Haar Fourier exr.H1nsion 001:verges unifonrJ:y to 

f (x) if e:l.ther B fl B·1 = 0, or B' is finite. Next we take up 

the sum::1;abili tt p1•oblem. By maldng use of a theorem of 

Raikov (9], we prove that there exists a set B of measure 

zero such that for s.ny ·runction f(x) bei.ng discontinuous ot 
first kind at X0 ., its Haar F'ourier ex-pansion is summable 

(C, l) to l[f(X0 -t-) + f (X0 - >] if X0 ~ B., 

Along the familiar track we come now to the considera• 



tion of Fourier coefficients. We rind tha.t the rapidity of 

converge:nc·e of the sequence of Fourier eoei'ficients .Joes not 

increase when the :!'unctions considered have derivatives of 

higher order. 1.l'his striking dissimila.ri ty .to Fourier series 

has been shown also by Walsh functions [2] • The -problem of 

absolute convergence is treated in Chapter III. Here we are 

able to prove some theorems similar to those for Fourier 

series, without assuming that the function is of pounded 

variation. 

The technique used in Chapter IV to investigate the 
' 

uniqueness problem is the same one used by Fine f'or Walsh 

5 

i'unctions·[2J. This is so, because we are naturally led. to 

this way by anr.ilyzing the eJ.aasi.eal technique employed in 

Fourier case (PP• 275•2'"/8, [16JJ., · 4mong other results we prove 

that if' f (x) is Lebesgue int·egrable and 
oo 2n .... l 

Fourier expansion A0 \<x) + ~n=l L p•l 

. X 
(C, 1) summable to J0 r(t)dt.. We are unable to prove a strong-

er result which holis for Fourier ease, namely instead of 

(O, 1) sum.~ability, the integrated series converges to 

J:f(t)dt. 
An analogy, both formal and analytic, between the Haar 



Fourier expansion and an interpolating formula in terms of' 

l:laa.r functions bas been carried out in the lust chaoter. 

Actually it is this property which makes the author 

interested in- the orthonormal system of Haar. 

6 



Chapter I 

Convergence of Haar Fourier Series. 

1.1. Dirichlet kernel. Every function f'(x) which is 

integrable in the sense of Lebesgue on (0,,1) will have 

associated with it a Haar Fourier serles 

(1.1) 
(1) (1) 

·!'(x) A..A0 ~(x) + A1 ~(x) \1i. (x) + 
' 

(p) (p) 
t An (x) + ••• , 

where the coefi'icients are given by 

We shall set 

m : o, 1, 2, · · · , 

q • 1, 2., ... , m-1 2 • 
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(p} (p) (p) 
where K11 (x., t) = {o(x)f(t) + ••• + '\.,., (x) {')\, (t). We 

call K~) (x, t) the Dirichlet kernel. It plays an important 

role iri tl'ie study of convergence of Haar Fourier series. and 

we nropose to make a detailed study. 

We obser\re that 

<:ko ( x, t > • c x > *ct) = 1 

X. 
j..------, 

-0+--___ ..... 1. ___ t 

We reudily see that ~(x)~(t) is defined as rollows, 

1 .. 1 - 1· -· 
1.(-1) ... -1 

\<x)~{t) ---
-1.1 .. = ..... i, 
-1.(~1): 1 

O~x-'i, Qit<½ 

(;,< -.x<·f'·, ,._ -k-<-t~l ... . 

-3:·<x~l., ,~ . O~t<f 
, 

l<x~l, ½<-t~l 

, :for all possible x or 

postiible t. 
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i 
-1. . :J. 

1 -i 

0 i. 

Fig. 2. 

Imposing Fig. 2 upon Fig. 1, we obtain. 

X j_ 1----+----, 

--+------'---'-- t 
0 .1 

c2n-1) 
Now supoose that Kn (x,t) is defined as 

follows, 

1.-

o; Zn., 

2..n,, 
... -

2n, 

2-1L 
a 

..L. 0 2.."' 
t 

. f 
Ing. (n t 1) • 

We observe that '\n+ 1 (x>{n+i<t) is defined as follows, 



1. 10 

0 

-z.n, 211, 
z.n -z"' 

0 I 1 11:H 
t 

2 

Fig• (n + 2 ) 1 • { n + l ( x >{n t 1 ( t} • 

Imposing Fig. {nt2)1 upon Fig. (ntl)1 we again obtain 

X. 
1 

2.~ 

0 ln 

n, 'J"'n-1 z 2 
l-/ 

'o 2nt/ 0 
n+r /l-

z.Tt, 
t. / 

0 'n, .1. 
t 

2. Fig. (n+2)"• 

(l) 
which defines Kn+ l (x, t) • It is al.most evi.d.ent tbat :for any 

in-1 positive integers m, and q such that l~q<2 , we havf3 

( ) (2m-l) Km q (x, t) and~ (x, t) defined as follows, 



ii-----------

0 

f.'171, 

z.JfL 

m-1 
2. 

. rn-J .a 

{q) 
Fig. m, q. Km (x, t) 

;t 

1 
z.11'L 

0 z.m, 

2.,,,, 

0 
2-m, 

0 -- J. m.. 2 (2m-l) 

;t 

m•l 1:.•1,.. m. 2 · • ,: 5• " (x, t). 

Now we are ready to prove 

Lemma. l.l for all t, 

p : 1,2, •.. , 

2n-l. 

11 
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Froor. Mal!ing use of-the ex?licit representation of 

(p) 
Kn· (x,t) we are able to ~rove the lemma by direct evaluation 

or the integral. However this will make the proof quite 

lengthy, and the classical method is more elegent, We always 

have. 

(p) 11 (p) 
and Sn (t) = f'(x)~ (x,t)dx. 

0 

In case that f (x) E.· 1, we have A0 = 1, it; b) = 0 for m = 

d ·• - - m•l .... , an q - l .2, "' • • • 2 • 
(p) 

obtain Sn (t) = l Tb.us we 

and consequently the lermr,a, 

J, l (p) 
l = 

0 
Kn {x,t)dx. 

1 .. 2. -Conver.g,nce · or Haar ?ourier series. We propose 

to give a new proof.' of the fundaraenta.1 theorem that if a. 
', 

function f(x) is continuous everywhere in -[o, 1] then its 

Haur Fo·urier serie_s converges uniformly to. the function in 

[o, 1]. · There are ·two reasons of doing this. F'irst ,of all, 

our "new'' nroof is based ori an "old" techniq_ue. Th.:i.s will 

bring out a closer com-oarison between Iianr functions and 
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cla.ssical orthonormal systems. Secondly the new- proof is more 

suggestive for further study. 

Theorem 1.1. Let f (x) be continuous on [0,1] a.."'ld 

e.ssocia ted the Haur Fourler aex•ies 

Its partial sum -is denoted by 

(p) ( J Then Sn · .(x) converges uniformly to f' (x) in 0,1 • 

Proof. Ii1rom Le;mma 1.1, it follows that 

t(x) = J.1 t(x)X., <_1>) (x,_t)dt, 

Thus we observe that 

I (p) I 
r{x) ... Sn· (x) I (p) 

f(t) Kn · (x,t)dte 

(p) 
From the diagranrmatic representation oi' Kn we observe that 

for any x (fixe•i) there e:1tists o. closed interval In such that 
(p) ( ) . A: ( ) x E In and Kn .x.,t vanishes when t 'If' In• 'I"hus 1.4 1·s 

reduced to 

\ (p > \ r I l (p > f'(x) - Sn (x) -J1 f(x) - f(t) (x,t)dt. 
n 
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By the uniform continuity- of f(x}, for any given €70_. we can 

make n so large such that \r(t) - r_(x)J<E whenever x.,t botb. 

belong to In• Thus we obtain 

This co.m-pletes the proof. 

Theorem 1.2,. Let f(.x) be continuous everywhere in 

[o ;l] exoent at X 0 which is a point o:f discontinuity or t'iz•st 

kind. Then (1) if X 0 is a dyadic rational, its Haar Fourier 

series converges to ·!(r(X0 +) + :r(X-)J atX0 , ar.v.i uniformly 

to f(x) in [o.,Xo) U (X0 , l]; (ii) 11' X0 is a dyadic ir·rati.ona.l., 

its -Haar Fourier ;series diverges at X0 , and converges at every 

point of (o, X0 ) U (X0 , 1] · but not necessarily uniformly. 

Proof• We dei'ino the·foll.owing auxiliary functions, 

f i'(x) 
(x) = 'f, ' f (Xo-) 

o!x~Xo 
Xo< x.Sl 

'I'he so defin.ed functions '/1 (x) and 'f 2(x) are continuous 

everyuhere on [o, 1]. By the ~revious theorem their Haar 

Ii,ourier seri.es co11verge to them resnecti vely. We shall set 

1 (p) ( Xo (p} 
/\ n (X0 ) :. Jo Kn (Xc,,t )dt. 

(p) 
l/ie observe that the partial sum Sn · · (X0 ) o.r the series 



associated w:tth f (x.) evaluated at X0 can be written in the 

following, 

15 

!. Xo (p) fl (p) ti- f (XO -)t;i . (Xo,t)dt t O f 2<t)Kzi (Xo,t)dt 

- Lx0 t(X0 + )K,, (p\x0 ,t)dt = 
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By the continuity (hence unif'orm continuity) on [o, 1] of 
cf) cP f 1 il ( 'D) -Jl (:id and J2(x), [ r1 ( t) + f2( t - (XO, t)dt converges to 

0 (p) 
f(X0 -) t t{X0 t) • Thus the problem of convergence of Sn (X0 ) 

' \ (p) . 
-/,,:',,is reduced to the study of convergence of /'n (X0 ) • 

If X0 is a d.y~dio rational say -1 where 1 is odd, then 
2J 

we obse,rve thut 
..fil:_ 

i 2jtl C:t) 
• 1( (_.fil__, 

j+l j+l 
0 2 

1------..... 

t)dt :: 
21 -12j+l 

21-1 
2j+J. 



21 2i f 2j+l (i+l)(: 
:: K ~, t )dt :: 2 dt : -ili·, f 2j+l j 

j 2i-1 j+l j+l 
0 2 

j. t--------r-----. 
z.~ 

2?'~. . z.a 
ZJtl~ 

-- - T"""er,.,.,.·, I-----', I 
·+1 z_J 

_g!_ 

I I 
l I 

I 

1. 

h J 2j-t-l (h) jdt A .~ = K 21 , 
J+k ( j+l) jtk( j-t-1 

2 o 2 

k.::>1 • 2h<.2k1 , 

1-
J. 

z a+k-1 

X : 21 ------
·O - a"+k-1 2 jtl. z 

k • +i< 
._g_!_ 2~ 

jtk / I / 2 / j 
/ I ·+I< t i 

0 z-ft., Xo i 
zl* 

2j+l 

jtlt-2 - l - J, - 2 .. 2 
2jtk-l 

(h) 
It (X., t) 
jtk 

it 

17 

• 

• 

, 
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jtk-1 
2 ...l,_=i·, 

jfk 
2 

... •·· . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 

s (p) 
Thus the sequence \;\Ii · . (X.0 }} eonv·eI•ges to ½ , and conse-

quently the first part or (1) is ~roved. We call a dyadic 

I n - ·n rational interval any interval In : (k 2 , k+l/2 } • Where 

k is any positive integer such that ktl~2n, and n:: 

Consider any i;,oint x v1hioh belongs to, say .. (X0 , 1] • 

a dyadic rational say_ 1/23, t.hen for any n?:j, f (i) 
., 

If X is 0 

is uniform-

ly continuous in arry In• By the same. reasoning employed in 

the nrevious theorem we prove the uniform convergence on 

(Xo, 1]. Slnlilarly for [o, X0 ) 1 thus we obtain the second 

part of (i) • 

. lt"'or (ii),. 1 t· is suf!'i.cient to sho\"r the divergence of 
. . -

{ An (p.) (X0 ) 1 Vlhon X0 is a dyadic irrational. First oi' all·, we 

observe that 

·\ (p) (X,,) : f{"x,, Ip) (:X:0 ,t)dt = J!t'dx = 2n(X.,- ~) , 

o 2n 



when Xo<.£!. , and pn is· the greatest posit:i.ve integer such 
2n 

that 1>n/2°<X0 • 

and 

X 
1---------....,.,/ 

' / 

/ ' I ,,, I 
~- I_ : 

/ 
/ 

/ 

211, i I -1--~-------'---L---.. t: 0 .,,..,,., XO .:r:. .2ftf-Z. 1 ? z.11, t,"". 

when X0 :;,,n ,, and Pn-1 is the greatest positive integer 
2n. 

19 

n : o, 1, 8, ... , = 1, 2, •• , 2n•l is in the following: 



Thus the problem is furthermo1•e reduced to the study of the 

sequence X0 , 2(X0 -p1/2), ••• , 2n(x0 - p0 /2n) , ••• • We 

m 

20 

If Xo is a. rational, say Xe •. ,!!, , where b ::f. 2 for acy 
b 

positive integer m, then 2n (X0 - Pn/2n): {2na•bpn)/b. 

2na.-bpn be:lng: ir..i.tegers; if the sequence j2na ... bpnf converges 

we must have, for su.f.ficier1tly largo m and n, 

This gives !! :: Pn-Pm , in pa.:rticulur., for n = m+l, a ., 
b i 

Pm+i-Pm • This contradicts the dyadic iI'rationa.lity of X0 • 
2m 

Thus the sequence f 2na -. br.tnf diverges., so does {.An (p) (Xo)} • 
Let X0 be any irrational, first of all, we observe 

that 



Furthermore, we see that 

1) p • 2pn 
n-tl 

0 

•. l • f. 

. }:-/'\ ·. 
-, . 

ii) Pn+l = 2pn+ l 

0 

iii) Pn ; Pntl 

= 2pn • Pn+l 
gntl i gntl 

by def. of Phtt• 

when Pn = O and 

21 

l 

These three properties have the following three consequences, 



iii )i} 

! 2n+l Xo-:Pn+1 •2nxo + 'PnJ = 

I 2n+lxo-Pn+1-2nx,, + Pnl = 

22 

Thus we conclude that 1 n has the following tr.iret) properties, 

1) 

2) 

3) 

O<i~l ; :t:or all n , 

1~4 lh\ • w!"1en n ::/: m. , 

For any n, we have 

oi ther l ,,_ 
or 1- \,,_ • 

Now we surroose tli.at By l) we have that o!:1s1. 
First of all, we wish to show that ~40 and l4 l. 

<it) Let ':: o., we take · E:: ·b the assll!"Jlption of 

convergence irn·olies the existence of an 1-l such that 

1~< t for all n N. 

Thus, for n~N, we have that IYn+l-1'tl.l=t:1-~n because l-fn;?3/4. 

Thus by condition 3) ·we have I lt>:+1-(nl = n• This will impl7 

that lN+l = 2~N, consequently fN+p = 2P~N• Thus tor 

sufficiently large p, f Ntp>l. This leads to a oont1•adiction. 

r) Let l: 1, E : ¼. · i .. gain the convergence will imply 



the existence of an N such that, for n N, 

This will imply that ,~ 3/4,, whenever 1l~l{ • Thus by 3), we 

have J(n+1•ln .. /=l=t1'\. and therefore }(n+l .. (n/=1-l>t..• Since 

(n+l =/; 1, vie obtain that (n+l = 2 ('>'l., -1. This recursive 

formula enables us to obtain lN+p = 2P(7N -1) + l. Since 

(N -1<0., i'or sufficiently 1 large Pt we will have rN+p <. O. 

This leads to a contradiction. 

23 

o) Let O< l<l, E = (/4. The oonvargence will assure 

us the existence of N such that,. whenever n::.N, we have 

I 11t- 1 i~ 114• 

J (ntl-.l n/ ; 

It follows irl'.llllecliately that ~.tif-7 §. Y/ • If' 
· 4 l /11 4 \ l n, this will imply that ei th.er ( ntl : O or ( ntl 

:. 2ln?!\' Both cases are impossible. It / (n+1 • fn/ = l -rn• 
th1.s will imply either (ntl = l {this is impossible), or 

{ntl = 21n - 1. The secon(l case will lead us also to a con-

tradiction as we have seen already in p>. 
This nroves the divergence of ('""' consequently the 

first part of (ii). 

Let x. E say (X0 ; 1]. There exists an integer N., such 

that whenever n~N, the dyadic rat1.onal interval, In : 
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(_ir;2n, ~~iJ, containing x, will not contain X0• Thus t(t} is 

uniformly continuous in In• Hence l f (x) - s!(!i j <.fxJ f (x) -r( t) j Kn (p \x, t)dt < a 

-preassigned E. r 

This 1'roves the oonvergence of the series at any point of the 

interal (X0 , 1J.~ Similarly for [o, X0 ); 

Now vre suppose the uni.form convergence over say 

(X0 , 1], i. e. > for any E::>O, the existence of an N such that 

l (p) I f(x) - Sn · (x) _< E 

whenever ~N and tor all X E (X0 , l J • Let : 

~l; (X0 +) , - i' (X0 -) / , PN-tl be the smallest integer 
p 

Xo(.J!U 
N+l 

2 

such that 

Then 

,-/4N+l l kNtl 
we have pN+l- 7 2 < X0 < x <. PN+1/ 2 • Hence we sea 

function t(x) which makes a finite jump at a dyadic irrational. 

This com9letea the ·proof. 
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We can generalize our theorem as follows, 

Theorem 1.3. Let f (x) be a function continuous ev~ry-

where in [o, 1] exce:ot on a set B of dyadic rationals where 

t(x) makes a firrl,te jump, and at the point of discontinuity 

f(x) is defined to be 

Furthermore, let us denote by B' the derived set of B. IE 

BnB• = O, then the _Haar Fourier series converges uniformly 

to f (x). 

Remark. We have imposed quite few conditions on the 

function which we are interested. We would like to ask \Vhe-

ther these conditions are consistent as well as 1n,iependent. 

The affirmative answers can be shown by the following 

examples. 

Example 1 .. Consider 

0 for X: l 

.1 " oix<-?t . .., 

f(x) - ½ fl ½<X<~ - , 
4 

1 II .2,<.,X(,2. -2 4 8 2 
' 

• 
• 
• 
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n 

2 -1 
t(~) = 

Thus this function makes a finite jump at infinitely many 

dyadic rationals. B = { ;¼ j n = 1, 2, • •• r, B1 • f 1J, and 

BnB• = o. This shows that .our conditions are consistent. 

Example 2. .Let 

f'(x.) = 

• 
• 
• 

.1. 2 

-3 
4 

(-t;~X<~) 
4 

(,§_ < X < 1) 
4 

• 
• 
• 
• 

8 
• 

Evidently¼~ B1 and½ EB. This shows that our conditions 

are not dependent. 

Proof of the theorem. The main idea lies on the fact 

that the whole unit interval can be divided into a finite 

number of open intervals in each of which the series is 

uniformly convergent to the function. Once th1.s division is 

performed, tho theorem follows easily. 
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Let b 1 E B1 • By the assumption that BOB' : O, b r is. a 

point of continuity. Thus .for a given e,o, there exists an·· 

interval I 1 = (b • - ~; b t f l ) such that .for every Xi) 
2 ? 

x2 E I·• we have 

Thus for sufficiently large n, there exists a subinterval 

I = (p -1/2n , p/2°) such that b EI c I•, and p is an integer. 

Consequently we have 

Thus to ea.ch -point b' EB', there corresponds a.n open subin• 

terval I= (p-1/2n, p/2n) on which the aeries converges 

uniformly to the function.· Since B1 is bounded and closed, 

by Borel' s covering theorem, a .finite number of these inter• 

vals will cover B1 , call them I 1 ,. I 2 , • ·• , In• 

b, 
{ y 
\ /\ 

0 

I 
X I X /\ /\ 
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Outside these intervals, there are only a finite number· of· 

points of B. Because suppose that th.ere are infinitely many; 

then there will be-a limiting point, say q• But this point q 

must belong to one of._ these intervals, say Ij • (p j - 1/2n:j, 

Pj/gnj) ~-

Let E = Min fi(Pj - q) ,_ 2nj 
Pj-1 J , ½(q • ;nr> , then the interval 

n 
-jq - E, q +E:. )c: Ij, contains no noints of B -U3 = 1 Ij• 

This leads to a contra.:liction. Call these i'initely many 

These k noints will divide the set 

n 
S : [0,1] - LJj = l Ij into a finite number of subintervals ' 

;s-1 , J2 , • •., Jm in each of which the !'unction f(x.} is con-

tinuous· 'and hence the series is uniformly convergent to the 

.function. 

Thus for: any given _e) O; W& have 

' ( ) . . I Sn P (x) 1' (x) I «: E. • 

for all X E: I1 (J3), Vlhenever n~N1 (NJ.) , i :: 1, 2, • •., n 
. i J 

(j = l; 2, •••• m). Let q11 (q3j) be the left end point ot 

the interval I1 (J3) we have also 



whenever n ~· Nq11• There are only a finite number of such 

N's• Let N be the greatest one, we have 

S,,(p)(x) - ½[r(xtl + r(x-l] 1-<:E:, 
for X E [o, 1] , whenever n N. 

This conrpletes the nroof • 
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Remark. The condition BnB' • 0 is certainly suffi-

cient f'or the :uni.form conver•gence. But in case that B• is 

inf'inite, whether B()B' = 0 is a necessary condition is still 

left open. For the convenience of the following discussion 

we 1r.ake a tlefini tion. 

Definition. By a g- function we understand a function 

f{x) which is continuous everywhere excer,t on a set B of 

dya:lic rationals where it makes a finite jump and is defined 

to be ~t(f {x t ) + f {x- >] • The set B of dya:iio rationals is · 

called a B- set. 

Theorem 1.4. Let f (x) be a. g- function and B• be the 

derived set ,of the ,B-· set. If B• is finite, then the Haar 

Fourier series of f(x) converges uniformly to r(x). 
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Proo!'. For simplicity il'le suppose that Bt contains 

only one point q. If it is a point of continuity, nothing 

left for proof. If it 1s not a point of continuity, we eon• 

sider the following auxiliary functions 

'fl (x) = { f (qt) 

l t<x> 

<f 2 (:x.) =r· f(x) 
f(q-) 

QS.X<q 

q~xs1. 

Thus both 9"1 (x) and 'f2 (x) are ·continuous at q, oonsequ~ntly 

their sum .is also contirruous at q. By the theorem 'f 1 (x) f 
</'2 (x) admits a uniformly convergent Haar Fourier aeries. Now 

consider 

lf{x) = - r {qt) 

- f(q-) 

-½f!'(q-) + f (q + >J X: q • 

q, being a point of discontinuity. is a dyadic rational. 

Thus lf(x) admits· a Haar Fourier series which converges uni-

formly to the function itself. We obtain that. 

Hence the Haar Fourier series converges uniformly to f(x). 
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This method c~n certainly be extended to the case when Bi is 

i'inite. 

This comoletes the nroof. . . 
A sort of converse of the.above theorems.can be easily 

proved. 

Theorem .1.5. 
(p) (p) 

An J(n (x) 

be a uniformly convergent Haar series. then i) S(x) is con-

tinuous at every dyadic irration~l; ii) S(Xr,+) a.nd S(X0 -) 

exist~ and S(J;,) = i1aLS(X0+) + S(X0 -~. 

Proof. The Proof is exactly the same as t..hat o.t: the 

limiting function or a uniformly convergent series or contin-

uous functions is continuous. 

Let Xo bo a dyadic irrational and E:>0, we wish to find 

a f>o such t:b..at ls{X0 ) - S(x)J~c vrhenever lx-X0 '/<::d. We 

write 

S(x) 

Thus we a btain 
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By uniform convergence, we can choose m sufficiently large so 

that both Rm(x0 ) .and. Rmbd are less than E/2. With this m 

there exists a. pm such that (pm_;1)/2m.:::: X0 <. p 111/2m, If we 

{X0 .,. Pm-l/2m) J then we have 

n~m, all p, if )x-X0 f [ • 

This proves the continuity of S(x) at X0 • 

To nrove the second half of the theorem, let X0 be a 
., 

dyadic rational, (for X0 to be a• dyadic irrational we 

already nroved the continuity, and hence this assertion) we 

wish to prove that S(X0 t .) exists, i.e. for any sequence of 

noints Xn. such that Xn>Xo and then { S(¾) l 
converges. We observe that 

By uniform convergence we can make the last two terms as 

small as we please. 'By the assumptions that Xo is a dyadic 

rational ctnd X1.>X0 , Xf>X0 , if, for the already fixed k, we 

make 1; j sufficiently large then 

~ro(p)(X1) -{m(p)(X;J) • 0 for 

This proves the existence.of S(X~+), similarly for SO{;)• 
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It rem.ains to n?"ove that S(X0 ) • ½[S(X0 +) + S(Xo-il • 

To do this, J.et fx1.j be any sequence of no:lnts such that 

Xt>X0 and Xi and f Xj f be on~ such that X0 > Xj and 

X0 • We observe that 

I (p) r (p) (-o) :i/ l I • ,~ (X0 ) - ½ ,~ {X1) + ,~ (Xj }J + Rq(X0 ) + 

+½,Rq(X1)/ t i/Rq(Xj)J. 

By choosing q sufi'iciently large, we can make the last three 

terms as small as we please. With the fixed q, let X0 = a/2b. 
(q) . 

If X1 and Xj ar:.e suf'n.ciently close to Xo, then {X0 ) : 

(q) (q) (q) { (q) 
\~ {)4_) = ?(~ (Xj) for n~b, hence.\')'\. (X0 ) - ½ ?(l\. (X1)+ 

(q) (q) (q) [b-i, 
t \')'\. (Xj) J : o. (X0 ) • O, -\b (Xi) : - 2 

(q) . (q) 
{Xj) • i 2 , hence we have also \b (X0 ) -
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For b<n, = -

,-;;::i 
=,f 2 , 

(q+l) \n.. (Xj) = o, thus we have 

(q) 1 (q+l) (q+l} \n (Xj) / • 0 = \Ja. (X0 ) - i· f \,,_ (X1)+ 

Thus the first ter?ll is dropped. This proves that 

This completes the proof. 

1.3. A c_;-i t.o,rion of continuity: of Haar Fourier series. 

We have already seen that not only continuous function but 

also g- function·with some r('e·r-rictions about B- set admits a 

uniformly convergent Haar Fourier sex•ies. Now the question 

is, given o. uniformly convergent Haar series, how to tell if 

its limiting function is continuous. 

We recall Wiener 1s theorem on functions of bounded 

variation~ Lett be a function of bounded variation, a~, b~ 
2 2 2 its Fourier coe1'1'icients, and f""" e an + bn, then a 



necessary ~nJ.sufficient condition that f be continuous is 

that i~ : ·(r l + 2f2 t. nj 0 ) /n 70. For Haar series 

any theorem such as this is certa:tnly fulse. Consider a 

Haar series which contains only a. fi ni ta number of terms, 

the coefficients go to zero as fast as we like, yet it 

represents.a discontinuous function. 
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Theorem 1.6 Let ftn~ be a. sequence oi.' functions 

defined on[o, 1). fn is continuous everywhere on[o, 1] exoept 

on a set Bn (denumerable or not). Ir frn} converges uniformly 

to a .function i'(x), and J.iron inf Bn ::: o, then .f (x) is contin-

uous everywhere. 

Proof. Let Xo E [o, 1] , we observe that 

\ f (X0 + h) - :f'(Xo) I -S jt (X,, + h) - f 0 (X0 t h) I + / t'n(X.,+h) -

-tn (X0 ) l + J f n {Xo) - f (X0 >/ • 

By uniform convergence we can choose n sufficiently large so 

that the first and last term on the right are as small as we, 
ex, 

please. If X0 ·(f U Bn, then tn(x) (for all n) is continuous 
n=l 

at X0 , hence the mid-term can be made as small as we please 

by choosing h small enough. l.f X0 belongs to Bn for certain 

n's, then by the assumption tbat lim inf Bn • O, we are able 
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to cho.ose a sufficiently large n su.cl:i. that .fmbd, m>n, is 

continuous at X0 • Hence a sufficiently small h will make the 

mid-term sui'ticiently small. 

1.rhis com':'.)J.e tes the proof. 

Remark. We see readily that 11:m int' Bn. • 0 is not a 

necessary condition from the following examule. 

l; 
0~ x<½ n 

.fn{x) - l • -- ½-<-x ~1-n 

0 .x. = ½ 

It is evident that i'n(x) converge uniformly to zero, f(x) is 

continuous, the point½ belongs to the set lim inf' Bn• 

In order to make a further study, we introduce a nota-

tion. Let fn(x) be a !'unction continuous everywhere except 

on a set Bn where it makes a finite jump. We denote by 

J f:rn (p )] the jump made by- fn at the Point p, namely 

f 1' n ( p t ) - r n ( p- ) I .. 
Theorem 1.7. Let fr 0 (x)} be-a sequence of functions 

such that fn(x) is continuous everywhere except on a set Bn 
where it makes a finite jump. When ~~Bn we define i'(x) to be 

any value Kn such that I.iin(fn{x +), fn(x-)) -< Kn<Max. (fn(x+), 
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fnCx-)). fn(x) converge uniformly to r(x). Then .f(x) is 
continuous at a Point p if and only if J [tn (p U 0 a.s 00 • 

Proof. S~ppose that J [.rn (p u o. We have always that 

\ t(p)-r(p+d 1 >j=: }t(p)-tn<P>{ t jrn(p)-rn(p+b' >\+ (:rn(p+-b• )-
- ~(p+S• >I• 

For any given 6>0, by the uniform convergence, there exists 

an N such the.t, for n2U, the fix·st and last term are less 

than '=/4 respec·t1vely. By the asfJumption tbat J[rn(p)J~o, 

there exists an N1 such that, for n~N 1 , J[i'0 {p)] = /tn(p+)-

-f¼_(p-) 1~ E/4. Now let M = maxl :N, I-rt] , with this M, we oan 

choose a. 6 so small thatj.r14(p'+)-.f(p+~•)l<€/4 whenever 

O=b•~s. Thus WC obtain 

lrM.( P >-rM<P +~') I~ 1 t M<P )-tia(p+) I+ J.r1v1(pt) .. rur(p+S 1 ) I= 
J[rM(p)] t E/4-'- E./2 , 

whenever o~s•~s. This proves the continuity of f(x} at P• 

Conversely we suupose that f(.x.) is continuous at p 1 

we wish to p1,ov~ that J [.rn (p >J~ o. We have 

J [rn(p)] • I t'n(P +) - f n (p-} ,~ / fn (pt) - f n (p+<\) j+ f :rn (p+S) -

- !'(p+~) l + I f(p+b) - i'(p-a) l + If'(~-~ - fn(p-S)/ + 
+ \.r n { p-~) - r n ( P-) \ • 
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By the uniform convergence, for any E70, there exists N such 

t.ha.t the second and fourth term are less than '=/5 for n2:N. 

For ea.ch n~N we can choose a 6 such that the rest terms are 

less than €:/5 respectively. 

This completes the proof. 
n-1 

00 2 (p) (p) 
Theorem 1.8. Let ~(x) = A0 'X0 (x) + 2 2- An :X n. (x) 

-~ n=l pal , \ 

be a uniformly convergent Haar series, and (2q-l)/2m be _a 

dyadic .. ~,tional ,qoint in (o, l]. !l.1he necessary and sufficient 

condi ti.i~,, that it~Y' 1~ continuous at (2q~l )/2m is tha:t the 

sequence {Kp, Lp} converges to zero where 

k l 2 (2q-l) 
-i;. + 

m+ktl 

k 
2 (2q-l)~lJ[m+k-2 

A 2 -
m+k+l 

Proof. By the previous theorem, it is sufficient to 

prove that {Kp., LpJ is the sequence of jumps made by the 

nartial sums of our series. We observe that the ~artial sums 
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m-1 2n-l (p) (p) q-1 (p) (p) 
up to the one z. L .An 'X (x) + z._ Am ".X ,.,,_ (x) 

D•O p•l -~ · pal -\ 
(q) 

are continuous at 2q-1/2m. Then the function\.h\.(x) intro-

/m+f. (q) 
duces the first jump of the height '\}2 Am , this jump is 

maintained until the function ,(2q-l) (x) comes· in with a nsw 
mtl 

(2q) 
'l1he very next function { (x) intro-

mtl . 

(2q) 
duces a third jump ~2 A • 

m+l 
Thus ws can see easily that 

the jump or the partial sum A0 ~{x) + 

+ 
p-l 

2 (2a-l) (i)Ci> > A '.X(x) is Kp and the jump o:f the rnrtial sum 
1-1· mt~~·r 

(i) (i) 
\"- (x) ;-

p-1 
2 (2g-l}+l (i) > A 
i•l mt-p 

(i) 
<Y {:x) is Lp." Thus the theorem .follows easily from the 

"\m+p 

previous one. 

1.4. :Oea.ree of convergence of Haar Fourier series. 

All the theorems of this section admit easy proo.fs and 
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familiar forms. 

Theorem 1.9. Let f(x) be a function defined on [o, 1) 

and satisfying a Lipschitz con(lition of orderOc', i.e. 

If Cx1>-r<x2) I~ A \x1-x2\ol 

(p) 
and Sn - (x) be the partial sum of its Haar Fourier series. 
Then for all values .of x, we have 

\ 
(n) I . r (x)-Sn · (x) .\ 

noc. 
2 

( 1 (n) 
Proof. We have f'(x) • Jo .f(x)ICu - (x,t)dt and 

(p) . (l (p) 
Sn - (x) • Jo f(t)Kn - (x,t)dt. 'l1hus we see that 

i 
1 -c ) f? I i lr(x)-t(tljx., P (x,t)dt = 1_* t(x)-

2 

j ( p) 
- f(t) Kn (x,t)dt, 

·. H~ x<-_!_ where i is such that 2n - - 2n • By Lipchi tz condition. 

we have 



This completes the nroof. 

Similarly. we have the following. 
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Theorem 1.10. If f(x} is a function with a modulus· of 

continu1tyw(6), then for ~ll values of x we have 

The proof can be made word for word as it has been done 

previously and hence is omitted. 



Chapter II 

Fourier Coefficients 

In studyi;ng the Fourier expansion of a function in 

terms of orthonormal functions, the asymptotic properties of 

the coef'ficients or 1.ts average order often ·play an important 

role. Usually the x•ap1d.i t:r of convergence of the ooe:t'fioient 

gives some information about the convergence of the serj.es. 

When we deal w1 th Haar r,1nctions. the first sad thing we 

encounter ;1s the following. 

2.1. A counter examnle. In the theory of Fourier 

series we have the celebrated theorem of Riemann-Lebesgue 

which states that the Fourier coefficients o:f' an integrable 

function are of the or,ier o{l). We will. give an example to 

show that this is no· longor true for Haar function. 

Let 

(1) (3) 
f(x) • 2 \2. (x) + \3 (x) + ••• -t 

1l.1he series on -tpe right hu.nd si,.ie converges fox; 1'Very x. 1n 

lo, 1] and hence defines the function f (x), in particular, we 

observe that f(l)•O. t(x) being the limiting function of a 

sequence of measurable functions 1.s measurable, it remains to 
nrove th at it is integrable• 



Let 

xeE1. For any m70, let 

{ r(;x.) J m = 

. , t (x) .2: 0 when 

when x E1 and £(x) m 

when x EE1 and t(x)> m . 
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.t 

and there exists an integer k such that kffi"'- m:: (kt-l)ff. 

Then we have 

: lim 

Similarly we have, when t(x) <O, x t:E2 = 

( t(x)dx = jE 
2 

1 
k n ...l. 

lim Z (2fi --? converges. 
1 n:2 

fcxJdx 

(n) 
Thus i'(x) is integrable. Sunnose that An· 1s are the Fourier 

coefficients. Then 



11 {p) J~ (p) 
• .f(x) k, {x)dx = f(.x) ::Y?\. (x)dx = 

0 2p-2 .\: 

n•l 
if n = 2 -1, 

2 
n 

n-1 
= 2 .n ...,!__ :: n~ 

2n-l 

n (2 -1) 
because in this interval f(x): n 1"'l'\. (x), 

(~) -\.'. 
A"= 0 , otherwise by the orthogonality. 
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Thus the series in (2.1.) is the Haar F'ourier series of its 

limiting function, with unbounded coefficients. This shows 

that there is no analogy 01' Riema:rm Lebesgue theorem for .Haar 

functions. The interesting point is that f(x) is so defined 

that after the integrability is established no term by term 

integration is .,involved, the series reduced to one term only 

in the specified interval where the coefficient is evaluated. 

This exam9le also serves to show that the everywhere conver-

gence of Haar Fourier series does not guarantee the bounded-

ness of its coefficients. 
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2.2. Integrated Haar functions. The trigonometric 

functions or polynomials have a strong point which.may be 

called closure under integration. We often make a good use 

or it, for instance, in the theory of Fourier series, when·we 

estimate the asymptotic properties or Fourier coefficie.nts 

or degree of convergence of me series of a !'unction having 

smooth .derivatives up to a certain order. After we integrate 

Haar functions once we obtain functions which are continuous, 

uniformly.bounded, but they are no longer step functions and 

. _even not orthogonal. This is not surprising because they are 

·, all non-negEl.ti ve. However they still resemble Haar functions 

in one respect, namely they vanish everyvihere except in, those 

subintervals- where the orif$1nal Haa:r .. .function·s assume values 

different from zero. But if we integrate twice, we lose this 

property too. 

Let 

(p} J.:x (p) 
Ln (x) = 

0 
\-n. {t)dt 

0 

20-2 O~x.=-7 
2p-2 ~X...:: 2p•1 
2n - 2~ 

~..:: X.:;: gu_ 
2n - - 2n 
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--- ------- Cf) 
L (X} n 

1 

1 

(p) 
Ln. (x) is continuous and hence admits a uniformly convergent 

Haar Fourier ser:t.es,.. 

Z{-F2 
mantl 2m 

2 

k k-1 
2 P,-2 (q) 

k A'~ (x) + 
q:2~- ( 2 -1) \.1'1'\. 
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and Pm (U) = f _ : 
if 2qi-1 2p-2 2p 2q~ ___ -,_~_.it:._ 

2m - 2n 2n - 2m 

The varification involves a straight forward calculation and 

hence is omitted. 

Let 

0 2.p 
2"" 

cpl 
Kn ('X) 

1 
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(-p) 2n•2 
These functions Kn - (x) vanish only when O.!:X=: 2n • This 

gives some di.f'fiou.lty which we will see in Chapter IV. Of 

course, these continuous functions admit a uni:t'or:mly con• 

vergent Haar Fourier expansion. It is a little more comnli-

cated and of less use. 

2.5. Fourier coefficients.. In this section we shall 

main1y discuss the asynmtotic properties of the Foux•ier 

coefficients of different class of functions_. We shall 

assume i"(x) _ to be integrable and associated with its Haar 

Fourie:t• · series, 

(p) 
By An 

l. . . (p) 
: O(n) and An 

(p) (p) 
An 'l'\, (x). 

1 
: o(ii), we shall mean that 

I (n) I An · < A/n when n is sufficiently large and for all p in 

the former, and that for any given E,.O, there exists an N 

I (p ), E . 
such that I An. <:. /n for all n ~N and all p in the later 

case. 

(p) 
An : 

Theorem 2.1. I!' f {x) is bounded and measurable then 



Proof. 

where M is such that / f (:x) I 4'.. M .• 

This completes the proof. 
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Theorem 2.2. If f(.x) is a function with a modulus of 

continuity w(b), then 

l (p), lc.u(l ) . 1 n-1 
An - 'vi {2ff for p = 1, 2, ••• , 2 • 

11· 2n-1 • °21'1 n-1 
( f(x) 2 dx = _ { f'(x) J 2n-l, J2pn2 

2n 2 

1 1'.~· 1 - f(xt"§riJ ~2 dx 

1 w (__.21 ) = 
2n 0.1..1. 



This completes the nroof. 

It follows easily the following corollary which does 

not have an analogy in the theory of Fourier series. 
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Corollary. If f(x) is continuous then a..;!') o·(j;!.} ,· 
This is so because f(x) is· continuous if and only if wcfJ~o 
as • We remark· that except for the constant function. 

the coefficients of a continuous function onn not go_to ~ero 

too rapid. After we prove one rnore theorem, we will make 

some general discussions. 

, then 

Proof. From the assumption, we have 

where Mis an absolute constant. Web.ave 



Thi, s completes the pr•oof • 

For cJ.. :: 1 the following example will indicate that 

the above theorem is the best nossible. 

Let f(x) = x. We have 

Thus 

Let :r{x) be a function having n derivG.tive ft (x) 

E- Lip 1~ and 

We wish to estimate the ranidity of convergence of its 

coefficients. By partial int.egration, we have 
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Tho first term vanishes. 
(p) 

Ln · (x), being continuous, admits 

a uniformly convergent Haar Fourier sez•ies which we have 



already evaluated in (2.2). Substituting in the above we 

obtain that 
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Recalling the definitions of Pm(± l} and qJ1., we observe that 

f 2.r-2. 31: or z-n. < X .c:::.. z.11. . Thus by 

uniform convergence un:l consequently term by term integration, 

we have 

(Z.3) 

where 
r' (x) 

( q:) 
bm 's a.re the Four:ter coefficients o:f f t(x). ~ince 

is assumea:· to be of Lip l,. we ha·ve h::!,1 = Q ( !_i~} . 
Thus for sufficiently large n., we have 



M 00 I - M ,K,..1-._f_ - J_j__ • = - 4 L 22.m. - 2· 2.""' · 3 22 ,,, - "1 25'n/z.. 
Z 2 m=ntt 

Thus we have that / i / = 0 ( ~311.12..) . Furthermore 
b1.=1t.+I 

we observe that 
r:n:f n-1!z.zm+11.-3 . 

.::l.=:__ + ~---i-- --L.-L Fi 1 
z..2.n. m~ z2n. - #" 2. "'lz. • . na ly 

we obtain 

Since f • (x) E. Lip l, the .t'irst term is ; it is 

if 

3 N 

12.11. I ( I ) . fcxJd.x. = 0 zn. ~r-2. 
z'l'L 

~Ci. 

I J~ fcxJiX I z.-n. < E 
2. z.n. 

, i.e., for 

whenever n Z.N, and 

a.ll possible P• 

This implies that f'(x) vanishes at every dyadic rationals. 

Since r•(x) E Lip 1, hence is continuous, this makes f 1 (x) = o, 
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or f(x) = constant. This establishes 

Theorem 2.4. The only function having a first deriva-

tive f'~ Lip and the Fourier coefficients of order 0(1/23n/2 ) 

is the constant function. 

This shows a remarkable difference between Haar func-

tions and the trigonometric functions or Legendre polynomials 

when the rapidity of convergence of coefficients increases 

for functions having smoot~ derivative of higher order. 

Although we do not have the Riemann Lebesgue theorem, 

yet we have the following which ~s a sharper result than in 

Fourier series, when p 2. 

Theorem 2.5. Let f(x) e LP, l < p then 

Proof. Applying Holder's inequal1 ty, we obtain that 
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2.4. A second. exarr,·'.l;te. We conclude this chapter by giving 

an.other example which is almost exactly like the one gi.ven 

at the beginning. But it serves difi'erent purpose. 

Let 

where f(x)z_o. 

k-1 k For any :m.>O there exists nn integer k such that 2· ~m!:2. 

Then we have 
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Similarly f E2 t {x)dx diverges ,vhere E2 is the set on which 

f {x) 4. O is;. Thus f (x) is not integrable! This shows that 

there exists an everywhere con"rergent Haar trigonometrical 

series whioh is not a Haar Fourier series of its sum. It 1s 

not hard to see it is not a Haar Fourie~ series of auy inte-

grable functic;m, Suppose we deny, i.e. there exists a Lebes• 

gue integrable function f (x) such that 
11-I 

(j.) (3) (Z. -1) 
9'()() ,fz{.2, r;<J+~~ C:XJ + ... {'1\ cxJ+ ..... 

Then by the Theorem of Haar, the series will converge to '/(x) 

almost everywhere •. Thus f(x) is equal to t(x) almost every• 

where. But this is impossible. 

Remark. The interesting point of the f'unotion !'(x) = 
11-I 

(I) l3J l2. -1) ==~{z. ( X) +~2l.{.3 (X) + • • '+~2.~'{_.... (?CJ+ .. , lies on the fact 

· I l,,...) 
that the opera tors .[ -r (:X) \n' ( X) d. X. which give the 

:Pourier coeffiei.enta are de.fined for f'(x), for n: 1,2, • •• ; 
n-1 p = 1, 2, , •• , 2 • But it is- r1ot defi11ed t·or A0 = 

= 11f<xJ~C)(Jolx = t ,CDCJolx l 



Chapter III 

The Absolute Convergence and Summability 

of Haar Series 

The investigation carried out in the last chapter has 

ma.de for us the -pre:Paration to discuss the absolute conver-

gence of both Haar Fourier and Haar trigonometrical series. 

In soma classical theorems of orthonorma.l system concerning 

the asymototte property of coefficients and the convergence 

property of tbe series, the uniform boundedness of the 

system ulays an essential role. li'ailing to satisfy this 

assumption by Haar functions costs us some pretty theorems. 

Continuing to study th~ Fourier expansion of functions 

having a fi.ni te jump at a dyadic irrat:i.onal leads us to a 

number -- theoretic problem. However we are able to dra.w 

some ooncluslons by aoplying a theorem of Raikov l9]who 

proved 1 t by using a method of Khinchin l7]. '!'he original 

idea was due to G.D. Birkhoff. 

3.1. The ubsgly.te convergence of Hat1r Foux•ie!' @erie§. 

Theorem 5.1. It f E Lip ol., 0 < o<.~ 1, then its Haar 

Fourier series converges absolutely. 

Proo:f • From Theorem 2.3, \Ve have 

Thus tor any x, we have 
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if x is a dyadic irrational, and. 

This completes the uroot. 

The above theorem is a better result thar1 the coz·res-

ponding one for Fourier series due to s. Bernstein which 

requires that ex.?'½, and it is not true f'or ol..= !• Ho\"lever 

if the funct:ton is not only Li-pschitzian but also ot bounded 

variation, th.en the theorem 1.s true u:ucier the same assumption. 

Th.eorem 3. 2 • Ii' f(x) E Lip ex, 0 <.c:,{~ l and I B ?'--_;:: , 
t ol.+z 

then 
00 211.-1 /3 

I a.o I + ·.L. L I ctt) I r < + OO . 
n=I r,=-1 

J · I ot+t 
Proof. We have fa.1 / <. M (z.n) 

Raising both sides ~o p th nower we obtain 

for say D: 7_N. 
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Thus we have 

'l'hi.s completes the proof'. 

For continuous functions in gei:1e1•al., we are unable to 

say anything concerning its absolute convergence because our 

result in the corollary to i'heorem 2.2 is not sharp enough.,. 

For continuous function wii,;h a bounded derivative, its 

absolute convergence will .follow irJr1.1edia.tely from Theorem :3.1. 

However if we consider F(x.) ,absolutely continuous and F 1 {x) 

: f(x} E LP, p .:>l, then ·.ve can say something. 

Let 

f (X) 

Similar to the calculation we ma.de 1n (2.3) Ch. II, we have 



From Th.eorem 2.5 we have 

sui'ficiently J.arge n, 

Thus for 
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By a theorem of the theory of integrati()n, if r(x) € Ln, f->1., 

then 
4 12.71.,' ' t / ) f(-J:;d..:t = 0 -Pf1. n. . 

zp--2. . 2. 
z?'l, 

Thus we obtain, for sufficiently large n, 

Since p ;> 1, 2- Pj!; < 1 , we establish 

Theorem ~.5~ If' F(x.) is absolutely continuous, F''(x) 

: r (x) E LP, 1 <. P., then the Haar Fourier series of F(x) con ... 

verges absolutely. 

Theorem 3.4. Let f(x) be a measurable convex function 

defined on [0,1]. Let us c,enote by n+r(x) and n-F(x) the 

upper right derivate a.nd upner left der•ivate of f (x) respoc-
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~ively. Ir both n+r(o) and o-r{l) are finite, then the Haar 

Fourier expansion of f(x) converges absolutely. 

Proof, For any n, we calculate the difference between 

two successive· ooei'ficients, 

Mow let g(x) = k1x + k 2 be a linear function such.that.it 

t ( 2 ~:' .J f (2211-:!)1) and passes be points k•w ·~ / ( zp:.! f (-2*:!)) . 
Since r(x) is convex, we have 

5 i'(x) :!: g(x} 

l r(x)?.g(x) everywhere else. 

This assertion can be seen very easily• Let O == Io ~; 
and assume f (X0 ).:::: g(X0 ). Let E0 be the set of points x such 

that .X0 4- X.:::: 2-r,-1/4"' and .f (x) ..:(. g (x} • If E1 ::: (Xo .2~~ J 
( ztr' .z'fl+I] 

then take any -Point x.1 from E1 and x2 from ;zx.. ., ~n-

211.-1 i t join them by a chord. We observe that at , the po n 



on the· curve lies abo.,.,re this chord. 1'h.is contradicts the 

convexity. E1 cannot be void, because convexity together 

with maasurability implies continuity. T'ne same continuity 

argument rules out the possibility of E1 to be a ~roper 

subsit of (.X0 ,, 2£;:!] . Making use of this assertion, we 

obtain 
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2r+I 2.f,--J :i!./t+2 . 

a':+I)- a'.!J L {I z.""+ J. 211,iJ,/rd-x }-{f 2 \ L 23 rx!JT' dx] = 
'2f'c' z.;-i ~+1 

Z"" Zn. 2. 7L Z. "fl, 

Thus wa see 

be respectively 

the chords passing through the -ooints (O, f(O)) and 

(?, f(~)) ; and (Z:1 J f(~;!)} and (l, f(l)). We 

observe that 
..l.- • 2. .J.. 

(1) J2."- \ c;;:; f 2"' I c;;:=; JZ,>t, (X) (11.~ 
CL?'L = fcx4zn-1dx- .J.... f<xJ,Jzn.-,dx _ (K, x+Kz. J,1z'"-'dx-

o 2~ a 
2 -f 2.'l'I, (71,) ('"-), ,::;;=, ('K.>jz.71.-: 
(K, -x+ Kz. },JZ 'dx = -K, zn. ' 

.L 2.. 2?1, 
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and 

-L I ( ( ~) c('1L)) 0n-i-' - - C c-n.ife_ C, x+ z ,JZ CllX- -z-n. · 
2~ / ! 
211, 

Finally we have, f'or a fixed n, and all p 

I a,('f'-)1 "')'n (I K (1t.}Jdz n-J IC(?\.)' dz n-1 ) • 
I z2n) I zZn 

} K/(11..)I = I + (in:~ -n.f (0) I = 0 (1) Recalling that '" by our 
(n) 

assumotion, similarly for c1 , we obtain finally, for any x. 

This completes the proof. 

11.'he Wiener's theorem for Fou1•iar series, which states 

that if to every point X0 in the interval [0,2Tf] corres-oonds 

a. neighborhood IXo of x 0 - and a function g(x) a gx0 (.x.) suob 

that (i) the Four.tar series of g(.x.) converges absolutely., 

and (ii) g(x) = f(x) in I , then the i'ou:r•ier series of f 
Xo 

converges absolutely, becomes almost trivial .f'or Haar 

functions. If we assume the same assumption, let Xo be any 

point in [0,1] , we wish to ·nrove that 

I a.o I + f I Ct~) I ) 2. n=i < + <X) , 

n=I 
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where p depends on X0 as usual. By our assumption there cor-. 
' 

responds an interval IXo and g10 (x) 

n we will have the implication th.at 

im'l')lies 

For aufficiently large 
zr-2. .::. .::::.·~ 

z_'"- - Xo - z7t. 

(td 
for sufi'iciently large n b0 · · the Fourier eoef'ficient.of 

gXo(x) will be equal to an(p) for that particular p such that 

21:-2. 
z_l'I.. A~a.in by the assulllption gXo (xl 

converges absolutely we have 

This establishes 

Theorem 5.5. ·If to every point x0 in [0,1] corres~ 

ponds a neighborhood IXo of X0 and a function g(x) • gXo (x) 

such that (i) the Fourier Haar series of g(x) converges 

absolutely, and (ii) g(x) • f{x) .in I.XO then the Fourier Haar 

series of f(x) co11verges absolutely. 

Ir we take a closer look at the above theorem we will 

find that the assumptions al1nost state the conclusion only in 

a dii'fer~nt wording. The absolute convergence of the Haar 

Fourier series of a function at a point Xo is rather a local 

property. It depends mainly on the asyiuptotic property of the 

coefficients an(p) where pis such that 
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For sufficiently large n, a.n (p) depends only on the behavior 

of f(x) in the neighborhood of Xo• This has been seen 

repeatedly from the only technique we used in proving the 

theorems of this section! Actually ¥re rria.y give one main 

theorem which states tha~ the l-Iaa;r Fourier series converges 

absolutely at X:0 if and only if the coefficients a,:!")= 

=' ofz.(~HJ-n.) for E- /' o. Then prove se-oo.rately that the 

coefficients for di.tferent classes or functions satisfy this 

condition. 

3.2. The aqsolilte convergence of Ra.ar trigonometric 

series. In trigonometric series the convergence of ,!,flA"l+IBn.1} 
tri vi.ally implies the absolute convergence of the se:r:•ies 

Ao + 00 {A c.os 11. + B sin n X ? T -rt.:1 -n · · "'- I .. This 1s not necessar-

ily true for Ha.ar trigonometric. series because {n (p) (x) 1 s are 

not uniformly bounded. There is a converse theox•em due to 

Lusin and. Denjoy which states that if the tx•igonometrio 

series converges absolutely in a set of positive measure 

then ·the series of its coefficients eonver,ges absolutely. 

This is obviously not true in our ease too because the abso-

lute convergence of a Haar trigonometric series over, say a 

subinterval I does not give us any :J.nformation of the 
. t · ( n) h 1 b th t [ 2 '1':-z. z'h..]n I - 0 coeft'ieien s .ii.n • "' ere p s sue a 2 1'\. , t' - . 



This immediately suggests that in studying the relation 

between the absolute convergence of ·a Haer trigonometric 

series over a set E and the absolute· convergence of the 

series of its coefficient~, we need to s-oecify some :rela-

tions between the coeffici.ents for the same. n, and E has to 
be everywhere dense. Thus we obtain 

z.-,a-l C'/'-J <t-l 
Theorem s.6. L!9t ao~ (X) + z.;, Lft=l a'"' ( ~) 
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be a. Haar trigonometric series converging absolutely on a set 

E which is· everywhere dense in [O,l] anti in particular con• 

tains the p9ints O and 1. Furthermore for every n we ha.ve 

-n-1 

1a.~ I ?.·la'!'/ 2 · · · I a~ JI 
'l'l-1 

(or ./a~'J~Ja~2 'J ~~-:~/a.~ JI ). 

Then the series converges absolutely in (0,1]. 

Proor. Let x be any point in lo,1]. It is sufficient 

to assum.e that ~4 E •· By the ever::,11:rhere density of E there 

exists an Xo E E such that x0 <. x.. Let pn be such that 

21:-t\. -,l. 4 <. 21':-ri-
2. o/\. - X.. - 2 ~ • Th.en by ti.:1e assumption of absolute 

convergence over E, we have 

. (>O 2 ,t.-1 '1'-' CJ'-) l I I I <tv.-> ('f'r\.) I Jaol + 2 2. Ja"" xfl. (Xo) = Qo + a?\ A~ ('Xo) <:. + 00 • 
-n=l 1'.=I . \'. 1'l- I \: 

/ I I 

Let pni be. such that 2 ±;;2 X 2.[-,: • Since Xo
1
< x, 

we have pn~ pn'. This in turn imnlies that I ~nJ/ ~,a;~~),. 
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Hence we bave 

This completes the i:>root. - . ,:. 

We recall Fatou 1s theor 0 ~ th~t if the seri "' " -·~"" . es 

, is 

absolutely convergent at a noint Xo, then I a.i + I az.l + •·· < oo 

hence the series absolutely converges everywhere. Our 

theorem is not so sharp as this. An easy corollary of' our 

theorem is tha.t under the same assumption of monotonicity of 

ooeffic:i.ents, if the series converges absolutely at one 

point x,. different from zero or one as the case may be 1 then 

the sertes is absolutely convergent on a set of positive 

measure, namely [O,x] or lx,11 • 
3.3. Haar Fourier e:;,spgnsion of a. .1,~ertQ.in :function. 

In. Chanter I we already noticed that the Haar Fourier series 

of a function having discontinuity of first kind may converge 

if the finite jump is made at a dyadic rational• This is not 

surprisine because the Haar functions are defined in such a 

way that they themselves make a finite jwnp at these points. 

We also learned from the theory of Fourier series that the 
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Fourier series of a function of bounded variation converges 

at every noint x to the value ! [1•(:x +) + r(~-)] • These two 

situations show a striking difference between the above 

mentioned two systems .of funetions. In this section we pro-

pose to study the simolest f'un.ctlon having a discontinuity or 

first kind. Let 

where t is a dyadic irra·tiona.l.,. This is a good function of 
\, 

bounded variation. But we know that its Baar Fourier series 
I.; 

diverges e.t x = t 11 This naturally suggests the study of its 

sunrmabili ty •. We have 

Theorem 3 •. 7. It t is a rational then the Haar Fourier 
' 

series for ft(,x) is {C ll summable at t to a positive ra-

t1.onal R smaller than one~ 
-n-1 

(.2 J 
Proof'. Let Sn ( i ; 'X) denote the partial sum of 

the series up to -the te:r·m a..!2"'-'J :{,}211,-\xJ evaluated at 

the noint x.,,- Then we have that 
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where p• ls such that 

definition of ft{x), we· observe that 
n-1 X ,ft I ,,i. ,,t. J 

5'2 )(f · t) ~J 2~-X =z'\t-~) ==zx-r-'=2. ;;t- [~ -f: , 
11, J .,,,_, z. 1½n. 

where [2ntJ denotes as usual the greatest integer smaller 

than znt. The last equality can be seen very easily from the 

defini t:ton of pt as .follows, 

I I rn. <f..( t:;_~ .::;> r'.c. 2 ~.c. Jt'+t 9 the required equality. 

If t is a rational say p/q, then we have 

The ,inequality O Pn.:::: q .follmvs from the dyadic irrs.tion-

ali ty oft= p/g. Thus there are only fioite number o:f' 

values which pn cn11 assume, say k. We also observe that 

mod l. This is 

[ 2 -n.H :t] = z [2. 'l"\,*] mod. 1. Thus if we start 

. . . 

For any n we can write n, mk + r v1here 0.=r ~k. Let on 

denotes the Cesaro mean we have 



'Yl 
L S· i=mk+I A 

n. 

Thus we have that 

where each Si 1s a positive rational less than one. Thus R 
., .... 

ie a r>ositive rational less than one~ 

This completes the nroo.f • . .,. . . . 
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A rew numerical calculations led us to believe that, 

in most oases, R •} This conjecture can be confirmed by 

malting use of the theorem of Raikov. 11'0 give the calculation 

of an exceptional case is not out of place. 

Example. ·1 
t = 7 

S=.L , S.=k 
I 1 Z. 1 

4-
, 53= 7 

Thus we have that 3 z. ·-, SA ., 
A,- -- -- 3 3 

Whether the same theorem holds for irrati011.als is still left 

open. But it is true th11t for almost all· irrationals the 

theoreiil holds with R : ½• Th:t.s follows irmnediately from a 

theorem of Raikov [9] which states as follows. Let <"j'(x) 

be any sumn1able periodic .fur1ct:ton with period 1 and. a -- any 
I n.-1 le, 

natural nun,ber > l. Let <j''Yl.c-x.J = n2;t=o 'f(a. X) • Then· 

for almost every x, 'f'Y\. C 'X.) 1 \pc;I:) d.;f: a.s n~ 00 • 
0 

Now we take <j'{t) = t, an~l a = 2, then we have 



z. 'J.. '1'1-1 71-1 I 
O: -X + 2.X-[2.l] +2. 'X-[2. xJ + •·· t 2 X - [2. -x] J .,_ I --------------= ±d~=z· n o 

The proo.f of this theorem of Raikov i.s too· lengthy to be 

reproduced here. However an outline of the main steps will 

not be a.i"!liss. We will prove the theorem by contra.diction. 

'7J. 

We denote by =..LL. -n-J Cf (a:'--x) and r =f I cpt.t) d r . 
')\ -n. °li.=o o 

Ir lim"' 'fn =I= f'<f(t")(i;t-, a .. e. then there exists either a 
6 

numbe,r such that f > I, and 11m sup <]'1'1.(x) >p on a subset 

S of positi~,e measure, or a number~,. such that o{< I- and lim 

inf · 'f'Yl. (x) c:::.ol, on a subset S' of positive measux·e. Due to 
the symmetry we consider the first case. It oan be sl"lovm 

that under these assumptions., the measure of· S 1s one. 

We denote by M:t_ the set of points of S such that the 

1•elation.,. 'f'V\. > p , is satisfied by n • Jl and larger n's, 
()Q 

but 1j p when . j ,l • Thus we he.ve that 5 = L.J=/ M,,t . 

Let S.t. == l:~ M1_ , then it can be shown that l 'flt)dt B · 
tr.. t-1 ~i I 

I 
• measure of Sk• Passing to limit we obtain that [rfttJd.t?-p • 

0 

This lea.de to a contradiction and completes the proof• 

3.4. Surrirnability o:r Haar Fourier ser•:ies. We recall 

the nroof' of Theorem 1.2 where the problem is reduced to the 

study of the convergence of. the sequence l 1l'\'\. =- z"''-x 0 - t-1)1\ = 
= Z.'Y\.'X.0 - [21\K0 J}. Now by Ra.ikov's theorem, there exists a 



set S of measure zero such that the sequence {,,,,_f is sum-

rr.a.ble (C,1) to ½, if Xo s. Thus we establish 
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Theorem 3.s. Let f(x) be a function continuous every-

where on to,1] except at Xo which is a point 01' discontin• 

uity of 1'1rst kind. There exists a set Sot' measure zero 

which does not depend on f (x) such that if Xo 4 S th.en the 

Haur Fourier series of t(x) is su:nmiable (C ,l) at Xo to 

i· [t{Xo -t) + f (Xc,· )] • 



Chapter IV 
\ 

Haar Trigonometrical Series 

In this chapter we deal mainly with Haar trigonometri-

cal series, i.e. 

' 
{p) 

where an •s are arbitrary real numbers not necessarily 

Fourier coef"i'icients. The question which naturally arises is 

that under· what condition a Haar trigonometrical se1•ies is a 
t>0, 2n-l , C'l'-1 2. 

Fourier series. For instance, if 2n=o Zf=I [ a.11.., ] is 

convergent, then the fBll1qus theorem of Ries.7.. and Fischer will 

ensure us that ·the series (4.1) is the F'ourier series of a 
8 f'unation f(x) of the cluss L. 

In the theory of trigonometrical series, it was proved 

by Cantor that (1) if a trigonometrical aeries converges 

everywhere to zero, then the series vanishes identically. i.e. 

all the coefficients are eO.Ua.1 to zero; and :proved by de la 

Vallie J:'oussin that (11) if a trigonomatrical·series conver• 

ges in the interval (0,21T) to an integrable function r(:x} • 

then the series is the Fourier series of f(x). It is not 

hard to see that (1) follows from (ii). It is our mainpur• 

~ose to prove si~ilar theorems for Haar trig~nometrieal 

series. One will notice the resemblance between the method 
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employed here and. the Fourier method. But it resambl~s more 

a recently published and less known work of Fine who deals 

with ~Valsh functions ( 2] • 

An outline of both methods may not· be· a.-in.iss. 

Let 

where t{x) is integr~ble. Integrating the series on the left 

aide formally t,vice, we obtain 

1 z. a11. co.5 11 X + h1t. s /n n X 
Fcx) =4 &!oX - £... 

-n=J nz. 

This series converges uniformly and absolutely, hence 

is the Four5.er series 

of If we are able to prove that 

(4.4) 

then by integrating partially twice, we obtain that an, b0 

are Fourier coefficients of f(x) •. In order to establish 

(4.4) we make use of the fact that if Cf(x) together with 

- 'f(x) is convex, then 'J (x) 1s linear. '.l'hus it remains to 



prove that 

is convex. 

X j 
:/<?<) = Fcx>-L ~l f(-J:)d-:t together with - Cf(it) 

a.. Gt 

This is a reason t? emnloy the second integrated series 

(4.3)., because if we consider 

L ('X} = Z ctoX + f a.11,sin nX - b11. cos nx 
-n.=J 1l,.. . 

, 

wh~ch is obtained by formal integration once, a classical 

example, (sin nx)/log n, shows that in general (4.5) need 
. \ 

not converge everywhere, even the series on the le:f't of (4.2) 
·, 

does for every x.. The situation is quite di:f'f'erent for Haar 

functions, we will see that the first integrated series con-

verges wherever the original series does but there exists an 

example that this is not true for the second integrated 

series. This naturally suggests us to employ only the first 

integration. If we vii sh to use the suma so~i:,_ 1 o.:r argument, we 

need to make use of the fact that 1:f a :!'unction .f'(x) together 

with -r(x) is monotonically decreasing. then .f(x) is constant. 

In order to do this we owe a lemma to Fine. 

4.1. L-series and K-series. 

By an L-series and a K-series we mean 

and 



which are obtained respectively by :formal integration once 

and twice.of the series (4.1). 
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Theorem 4.1. If the series (4.1) converges at x0 then 

so does the sex•ies (4.6) absolutely at Xo• 

Proof. I~ x0 is a dyadic rational, say p/2n-l, the~ 

m-1 O for m 2:. n and q = l, 2, ••• , 2 • Thus (4.6} 

reduces to a finite sum and hence the convergence follows. 

If x0 is~ dyadic irrational, then for any n, there exists 

one and only one Pn such that ?(.!!'"")(Xo) =t O • We observe 

that, :for and only for this ft--,... .) ( '11-1') -L L""- (Xo)-,-0. 

The convergence of 

where 

This completes the :9root. 

We already mentioned that there ~.xist examples suoh 

th.at (4.1} converges everywhere in (O,l) while its corres?ond-

ing K-ser1es does nowhere. Now we give one of them. 
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tx, 2.n. (IJ 
1"o (X) t 2. 2 X-,,\. ( X) . .\'.: -n.~, -' Example. 

For any x such that O < .x< 1, there exists a smallest integer 

li satisfying 2/2n<- x, whenever n~N. It follows that 

(I) 

(X) =O for n ::::. N. Thus we observe that 

00 2n. Cl) ~I l'K r,J 
'.Xo(X) + L z ~'I'\. ('X) = A'o('X) + L. 2. 1'-,,; ex)_, 
· \ 11.=1 \'. \ · n=I -l 

and. the convergence follows. But for the same x and same· N 

,.,,e have 

(I} K CX) = 2n. 
1'l., 2. for n~ N. 

Theorem 4.2. 
(p) 

: o(l), then both L-aeries and 

K-series con.verge absolutely am1 uniformly. 

Proof. There exists an N such that 

whenever n Z. ?l. For any given E >o then exists an N• such 

• Thus we obtain, for M = max. (N.-

for all x, and all j. Thus we proved the uniform and absolute 
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convergence of_L-series, similarly we can -orove .for K-series. 

Remark. The assumptio~ an (p)~ o (1) can be replaced by 

that for any -..:>ositive integer M there exists N such that 

whenever n a n •: 
In trigonometr1:cal series we have the theorem that if 

I ao-a., I+ I a.,- ctz.1 +"' is convergent and , then 

ex, 

the series a0_ + Lf=J a* eou [x converges uniformly in any 

interval o < E X ~2.r- € The proof is based upon the 
00 

ract that 2.~=/ cos 1<.:x. has its partial s~m~ _,un~fo~mly 

bounded in For Haar functions the 

t><J z1t-1 <1'-l. 
partial sums of Z-n::o'Z -,,.=, \ ""'- CX) are not uniformly 

bounded in any subinterval o:f (0,1]. -Hence we do not have 

the same theoreni. But for L-ser1.ee and K .. series, this 

becomes trivial because only the assum':;tJon that an (p) (D 

is sufficient to make the series converge un1·rormly and 

absolutely. However we have the following corollary. 

Corollary. If 

vergent then both L-series and K-series converge absolutely 

an:l uniformly. 

4.2. Integration of Haar Fourier series. 

Theorem 4.3. Let 



If r(x) is bounded and measurable., then we have 
-n-1 i x oo 2 c~> c'f--J 

fc;t-;dt- = a.clocx; + L a.?\, L-n- c-xJ • 
o n=I t--=-J 

Proof-. If' f{x) is measurable then its Haar Fourier 

series will converge to f'(x) almost everywhere., i.e. 

Ct. e. 

Let 
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c'ft> ')I\. ft, ci> ciJ f I cft,J 
S (X} =ao1o(X) + L La..~ 1' m. (?.:):::: f(f)K'Yt; (X)t-Jo(;t. 

11., .\:: 'l,\=I i=I -\; o 

Thus we have 

Hence by the theorem of bound.ad convergence, we prove our 

assertion. 

For integrable .functions we are able to prove only 

the following we~ker form. 

Theorem 4:4. Let f(x) be integrable, 
'X,-) 

· 00 2. C'J'-1 C'}t-J f CX) r-..J G?a 'l'0 lX) + L a..-x. ,n ( X} • 
-'( n=-1 J-=I \. 

o<> .2-rt-/ C'J',) Cf',) 
Then the series a.; L0 CX) + 2 ->i.=I 2.r,=i an L')'\, ex) 

(C.,l) su:mmable to J f(i)it-. 
0 

is 
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Proof. Consider the funct'ion 

Let 

(4.8) 

We know that the series on the righ~ converges to ft(x) for 

0 6 x <::: t. l~ow we consider its Cesaro sum at any point X, 

o-;_(-F-t i X) = (.So+ s, + ·•' + S11.-1 )/n. Since 

f l. . Cf) 1* (t/) Llj) = 
0 

~CX)im.CX)dX _ 
0 
{~ CX) dx -= m (-,I-}, substituting 

in ( ~;t ; -;x) we obtain that 

Multinlying both side by :f (x) and i.ntegratin:.;: term by term 

(we can do this sinmly because we have only a .finite number 

of terms to deal with), we obtain that 

Passing to limit, we obtain that 



We observe that,- when O~x<t, lrn ~l as n ~o.o and when 

t < x 1, 0 as n • In the case x =- t, f'rom the 
' discussion in Chapter III, we have 

for all n. 

Thus ( ft j X) is uniformly bounded, hence by the general 

convergence theorem of Lebesgue, we have 

Thus we have 

This comnletes the proof. 

4.3. Differentiation of the L-series. 

Theorem 4.4. If 



is absolutely continuous, and let 
1'1,-/ 

' oa 2 Cf) C'f'J 
L (X) --v h0 'X0 (X) + L L h :t (X} 

\; n=I r,=1 n. ,, ln. 

(p) (p) . 
then an e bn for all n = 0,1,2, ••• , and p = 

Proof. We observe that first of all 
X 

LcxJ j L'ct-Jd.t-. 
0 

. (p) 
In computing an , let 

(n) 
Form> n, by the definition of Lm , we have 

for 
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1 2 2n-l 
I I• ••I • 
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Form-<::. n, there exists one and only one ~n such that 

For this Qm_it can be seen easily., in Fig. 4, that 

LC1mJ( ll.2] - Lci~>c2.11--2.) - L'f,r1,)(3J:_) = 0 z .,.,,_, \2..~ -m.. 2 -?'\., m.. zn- · 

0 

For other q 1s we obviously have Lm (qt) (xi) - 0 i :: 1.,2,3. -
Form: n, we have 

L ct,J( zt--J) =: .J__ ('ft,) 

1'1,. z.'I'\.. t l (X·) = 0 i 1,3. 11,. A. = 



?t.-1 

- Io 
-m=o 

Thus ,ve have 

This completes the µroof. 

Rema:rk. _ The absolute continuity may be replaced. by 

either one, of the .following two cor1di tions. 
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i) Ir L(x) is any funct-1.on such that L'(x) exists and 

is finite everywhere and is integx•able. 

11) It L(x) is any function such that L1.(x) exists 

everywhere and is bounded. 

4.4. Unioueness of Haar trigonometrical series. We 

first prove a linn:na which characterize the nionotonici ty of a 

.function satisfying certain coniitions. 

Lemma 1. (Lemma of Fine (2] ). Fo'r any x in [o,iJ 
and a11y positj_ve -integer n there exists one and only one Pn 

such that 
l:: -Z ~. -I _}, ='l'\. < o1.. == ,-'>I, ..t:.. N..:::. L = 13 

O(,.~ z.11., '}\, z.l\, - - zn. J 'J1.,. 

Let f(x) be a function defined on (0,1] satisfying 
I 1 ) - lim f ( ~Tl,, ) : f ( X ) 

'r\.-,,oo 
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ii} ~,- 2.~[-f(f-nJ-f(oi~>] 0 
")1.~C,,O. 

!'or all x in 

[0,1], 

then f (x) 1s monotonically non-increasi_ng. 

Proof.. Suppose we deny, then there exist two points 

such that f (ol.) < -f ( f J , say f(l3) - f {oJ..) = E > O. 

Take ¼ E , by the condition 1), there exist two positive 

integers k and i such that / f C¾:"-)-f (ol.J/ .c::. E/4 , 
and / -f ( ~+J'/2'"-J- f(f) f <- 6/4 · Thus we obtain that 

f(--A../2-x.) ..:::-. f (i+,;./2?\.) • Now we claim that there 

exists a r,ositive integerj, 0 j 1-1, such that f(i.+J/2_'"-) 

<-f(i_+jt-J/2.-n.}. Let us start with k/2n. I:r f(3/z'"-}~f(~~, 

then we are done. Otherwl se, namely f (-#.:1-½-n.J .!: f (3/z~ < 

we reject k/2n and start with ft+/ /2.~ 

We will roach our conclusion be:f'ore we use up all the 1 

uoints. Thus we have a subinterval I-n..·: (-1.+/lz.,,._, i-1-/+i/z.'"-} 

such that f ( i +i/2 ,,_) < f (l +i +1""/4 '~) . Let us denote 

"R.. + j /2,., and i ·tj + I /2. '>\, by o(.,,_ and f"'- raspec-

ti veJ.y., and 2.11.[ fY,'11.J -f(ol,,,Jj = c""- > O. 

,, Gl cp"", fcp,J) 
/ L- I 

:\) / ,,,,,,,,- Q cp"". Lcp,..,J ~~.,...,,,,,,,.. I 
-ylc,1.1" 1 / a.rc.fan.(1-i,)c"" 1 

------i 
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For any k1, 0 k1 < l, we draw a straight line L passing 

through P with a slope (1-ki )Cn• Obviously we have L( o( n> : 

f'{ ol. n> and L (f '11, J< f ff'Jt..J. Let 

By condition i) there exists an I 
c,/ such that 

??1-

jf(ol.~J-f(fnJJ<E'. Eviclently °'?1.., does not satisfy this 

condltion. There exists a smallest t l such that 

L(~t;t-) < f(e>Sn+f). Thus we obtain a sequence of subintervals 

In: (..J-n,f,rt,)~ In+1=(~+1if~J,···)1n+:t-1:(11-:t-1,f~) and Int,t-: (~+:t-1,ol11-+xJ, 

with the property that Zn.45[-fcp,J-f(~+.sJJ>(f-i,)c1\, -for s=l,Z,···~±-1, 

n+it 1 
and 2 ( f(~t;t-J- -f(ol.n+;t-,)] > (I- 'K1) C-r\. • W-e remark th.at 

is conta..ined in the interior of In• Now starting 

with (I- i.,) c'/1, and any k 2 , 0 < k 2 < 1 and. e:i:rolying our 

method to I n+;t , we· will obtain a second sequence of' 

I')\.+t+c : ( ol11t;t+c-1 ' cx1it..t+c. ) ' where 
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for d ::: 1,2, •.• .., C-1, and n.t;f+c fl. ] 2- ( f(ol.,,,+.t+cJ - l~-1-:t+c-1 J > 

Keeoing·going on like 

this wi tb k3 ,. k4 , ••• , we obtain a nes·ted sequence of inter-

vals which will define a point x in [0.,1] • For this point 

x., we have 

0() 

~4- 2.m.[fca~-f(~J]?.c't\.}[(1-i,4}' , 
oo I - A.-/ 

where <Xm and fm are respectively the left and right end 

point of the subinterval. But we are still left free to 

make a choice of k1• We certainly be able to choose them in 

such a way that 1f ;:', ( / - I..,;,) == K > 0 • But this con-

tra.diets our assumption that lim inf 2m [f <f3"""') -f(o(..,,_J] 0. 

This completes the proof. 

Lemma 2. Let 

With the notation· 

:x:., there exists a sequence of numbers 

Let f(x) denotes formally the series 
m.-1 

for a fixed 

CX) 2 (-It_) (.-Jt.) + 2. La.~\~ (.X) and Sn(t;x.) its partial sum., then 
"lt\= I ft= I 
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Proof. We.observe that 

But Sn (.f; x) is constant in the interval (ol?t., p"YI.,) we 

obtain 

Lemma 3. Let r{x) be any integrable function then 

i'or any E > O, there exist two conttnuous functions <f(X) 

and 1/--(X) such that 

where F(x) = ff<f-;<lt" , 
0 

ii) a.t any point x where f(x) -:::fa oo all derivates 
of 'f (x) exceeds f(x) and at any point x where f' (x) =fa - ex:> 

all derivates of ¥{x) are less than f(x). 
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-The proof' of this lemma can be found in standard text-

' book on theory of integration, e.g. pp. 136-137, Saks, Theorie 

de L_lint~grele, and hence is omitted. 

Now we· are ready to prove our main theorem. 
-n-1· 

00 2. (4t.) (11.__) 
Theorem 4 .• s. Let a.o'Xo (X) + 2._ 2. a, r1'. ,- (X) 

\: 11.::. I 'f =-I '1l., • \, 11.. 

convergent everyv1here to an integrabae function :f (x), then 
, 

J-X ex, 211-/ lf) (f-) 
f(tJdt= aolo(X) + 2. ot.?t- L CX) + C. 

O ' -n=t t=t 1'\. 

. 
Proof t- Let F (x) = ff (f} dk , for any given n let 

be 

0 

f1t{x) and 1/-"'-{x) be the continuous functions in Lemma 3 with 

E = 1/n. By Theorem 4.1 we know that the series a 0 L0 CX) + 

converges eve:ryv1here, ani we denote 

its limiting function by L(.x). We wish to prove that 

are 

monotonically non~inoreasing. We observe that, first of all, 

~:I l"-[K~cp,,,_i-K.,_(~]= bd l''L[Lrf..J-l{ol...,_J}-

-{~<f~-r'lt(~)}J~b::1-z~{Lcp~-L(~)}-

_ bi::f 2~f ~cpm.) -r'tl. (olm,) J !:: fc~J-fcx1 = a, 

similarly we have lim inf 2-.,.,_[H (8 J-H (o(m.)] =:O. ""'r 1n. 1l 
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Given any. x and a.ny E >o , by the convergence of L{x) 

there exlsts·an N' such that 
(>O z.:1'"-1 j 

,.,,L,;~, f=, o..<!J!~x) -< 2_ E 

I 

whenever n 1 2: IP. With this N we oan make °¼_II sufficiently 

c1ose to x so that, /a.[L(x)-l(ol,.J] +f £.\::-J{L(f,.~.X)-
o ?1 1\=I 'f'-=I "1., 

whenever n 11 :> N ! Thus we have L (ol.~,,) L(x.). 
I 

By conti.nui ty we have also that l/-( ol..11.'') 4- lX) and 

two conditions oi' Lenur.a 1. Henc~· they are monotonically non-

increasing, so a.re their limiting functions K(x): L(x) - F(x) 

and H(x) • F(x) - L{x). Therefore ~.,(x) - L(x) • constant C, 

This completes the proof. 

Theorem 4.6. Let 

convergent every,.vhere to. an integrable function r (x) then 
M-1 

Co<) 2.. Cf-) C'f'-) 
a.o~ (X) + L1t=I Lr,=-t a,-n- {'>l. (X) is the Fourier series 

of f (x). 

Proof. By Theorem 4.5 we have 
X CQ Z.,,_, 

(4.10) F(x) == f -f(-f)dt = aolocx.) + L I_ a..J)L l'f-~X) + C. 
0 ?t=/ r,=1 ')l, 

be· 



F(x), being the integal or the integrable functj_on f(x), is 

absolutely continuous. Differentiating both sides of (4JO) 

formally, by Theorem 4.4, we have 

( 1'-) ( jt,J ) 
a.11.. ,\n. (X 
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Thia completes the proof. 

Corollary. If a.0 ~ (X) 

converges everywhere to O, then 
n-1 

for n = 0,1,2, 

••• and p: 1,2,.,.,2 • 



Cha:pter V 

Interpolation by Haar functions 

In studying the interpol a t1on ot a !'unction :r(x) in 

terms of a sequence of i'unctions {'l'n(x)} J the .f'irst problem 

is to find the expression of the interpolating coef:ficients 

in terms of t(x)~ By this we 1nean to find n nurnbers·J~1•s 

such that 

tor x = xi, x2 , ••• , Xn• Th.is aniounts to solving a system of 

n linear· equati.ons having n unknowns. ~Ve have, by means of 

one way or other., to show that the system does oossess a sol-

ution. The following lemma might .be well known, but we put 

in a form which is most suitable to our purpose. 

5 .1. A lenl::,a • We recall. the definition of linearly 

·1ndepend.ent functions. A sequence of functions l'fn(x)1 
defined on [a,b] is so.id to be linearly inde:pend.ent if for 

any linear combination of a finite number of them, i.e. 

A cD (X) + ... + A- d)'l'l· (X) I 7-rt.1 A J' A. 
the following holds, 

From the definition it follows im.-.uediate1y that 'f"Y\.{'X):p.0 

for all n. 
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Lemmo.. Given a sequence of linearly indenendent func-

tions {fn.(XJ J defined on (a,b] , for any positive integer 

n, there always exists a sequence of noints 

(11-) <"'' en> b a = x, < Xz. < • • • < x"'- , 

such that 

Proof. 
(2) 

':f;(X1 )*O. 

. . 

. . . 

(2) 
Fox• n • 2, let ,tl be 

(2) 
Denote hz. == 1, (X1 ) =I= 0 , 

the linear combination, 

r'rL ( -xt .. > > 

(.1',l 
'It (Xt. ) 

-=/: 0 . 

'f-n (?(~"') 

a point such that 
(2.J b, = -fz. (X, ) • Form 

From the definition of linearly inde~endent functions, there 
(2) 

exists at least one point, say x2 , in (a,b] such that 
'X(Z)) . . (2.} (2) (2.) cf) (2) · -1.. Lz.( '2- =/:=0, ,.e. 'f,(X, )'fz..(Xz.J-'fz_(X1 J ,, (X.z.) -r- 0. 

Writing in determinant form, we have 

(2.) 'f, (X, ) 
=t= 0. 



Thus ·our assertion is true for n 2. 

Assume that it-is 
(n) 

~· •'•., Xn_ Let 

and denote 

(n) 
true for n, with the uoints x1 , 

c11. +1 J c-n.J 
~+I = X.c; for i = 1,2, ••. ,n, 
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I1:3- particular•, by our induction hypothesis, bn +l =I= o. Con-

sider 

(n tl) By definition, there. exists at least one point, say x1 , 
(n + 1) · 

such that Lnt 1 (:x1 ) =po. Writing in determinant form, 

we have 

<f, (x,">1.t1~ Tz. (X~?ltl) . . 'f. {X(1t+IJ 
'ti.ti I 

'f, ( X~nto) 'fz (xi-n+IJ) 
(?ttl) . . . 

111.+1 (Xz. ) * 0 . 
& 

1. ( tn+IJJ (,fl.ti) (1ttl) 

I X-ntf o/2. (X'l\.tl ) . . . 'f 1i+J ( X1i+I ) 

This eomnletes the nroof~ 
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5.2. .Fundamental .fc,rmu.la of interuoj,ation by Haar 

functions. The above·lemma, being a kind of existence theorem, 

does by no means guarantee that we are able to find a simple 

representation of the internolating coefficients. For differ-

ent sequences of functions, different techniques may be needed. 

However for a class of functions which oossess a property 

called finite orthogonalityi thi.s nroblem becomes very simnle~ 

Definition. Given a sequence of functions {'J'n(x)}, 

defined on la,b} , if' there e,dsts u system of fundamental 

sequences of points, 

.c::: .-y (I) L.. h a,_ "'-1 -

c2> c2> b 
a_!: ~. . < X2. 

such that, for any positive integer n, the following rela-

tions hold, 

(5.l) 

where Cn,q is a constant depending on n and q only, then 

l'fnbd} is said to be finite orthogonal over the funJ.amen-

tal sequences of points (5.1). 



After we nrove that the Baur functions are finite 

orthogonal over a certain syste111 of sequences of noints, we 

will have easily the interpolating formula. 

Theorem s.1. Consider the first 2° Haar functions,· 

(1) (2.) 
(5.3) ~(X) j \ (X) ; (X), (X) i 

1t-l 
(I) (2 ) 

· · · j { n l X) , • · · , {n ( X) , 

and the 2n points 

Then (5.3) is finite orthogonal over (5.4), i.e. 

either m 1 -::/= m,2. 1 

or -Jt-1 =!= f-z. 

-for o!!f::.m~n, 
-m-1 

I !!= :::: 2. . 
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(p2) 
Proof. For any{m2 · (x) we divide the unit interval 

(p) into 2;.. onen subintervals Ili½a 2, p2 = 1,2, ••• ,2 .. By 

definition, \m2 (p2) will be constant in each of these open 
n subintervals. Furthermore by the choice of the 2 points in 

{p2) . 
(5.4), each Im2 will contain equal number of these points 

in its interior. For every X m1 (pl)(x) with m1 > m2 , each 
(p ) \: (pl) 

Im2 2 will contain two or more subintervals of Im1 • 
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Thus we have 

if fv, is even. 

But by the choice of we have 

either 

Thus we have 

= m2 and Pi =I- p 2 , for any x1 of (5.4) 
(~} 

or {_ J,~ (Xi) = 0. 'l1hus we proved 

the orthogonality. 
(,o) (pr 

Ne observe that, for 1_n · {x), each In contains 

exactly one o:f the points of (5.3), for \m(q)(x), m: n-k, 
( ) k . 

ea.ch Im q contains exactly 2 poj,nts. Thus we have 

This comnletes the proof. 

Now we are ready to give the interr>olating fornmla. 



Let s 0 {x) be the interpolating sum of f(x) of nth order, then 

where· 

I . A.'. 
X --+-A. - 2,n-+I Z, n 

In order to justify that it is a.n interpolating formula, we 

have to verify that 

This aan be done very eas:i.ly. We observe that 
>11.-I 7L ,· 

1 -)1.. 2 ·· 2 - cftJ ctu = 
s cxJ=n: L L L f(X,i)1~(X-iJ-\~~JX) 

,,.,_ 2.. m=O r=I A.=O '\: 

m.-1 
z.'"!:j -n_ 2. ( 'f1-) c. r-) 

= L f(X;) L. L. '1-m. (X,.:)~ (X) 
Z., ,i =o m=O r=I . 

z'1:.J (Z71.-/) 

=~ z f(X,i) K'Yl, (~) X.) z. ,i=O 

In particular, when x: xj, we have 
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n-1 

(Z. ) 
By the choice of x1's, we see that Kn (xi,:x.j) = O when 

i ;6 j and Kn czY1--'J (xj ,xj) = 2n. Thus finally we o bta.in 

5.3.. 9onvergenca and. dep:ree of convergence of inter-

uolatirn~ sU~§.• We have seen already the formal analogy be-

tween the Uaar Ii.,ourier expansion and the interpolation by 

Haar functions, the former with a Fourier coefficient. 

whi~e the later with an interpolating 

coefficient It is not hard to see 

.actually a Riemann sum that the interpolating coeffic:i.ent is 

of the integral 1 f (X) {.J"ix) d X • 'l'hus as n ~oa 

1 t will anr>roach to the integral.. The a:nalogies will be 

brought out more clearly when we study the analytic proper-

ties of the inter;,olating sum. 

Theore:-11 5.2. If f(x) is continuous, then its inter-

polating sum sn will converge uniformly to f(x). 

Proof. First of all, we observe that, if x = j/2n, 

then s,J½n) = ~" {f(~"-/2."'"')z."-I + f (½" + ½"") z"'-1
} = 

= l i +ci;f_n. -½~t, J + f c ;Jz-n. + ½n+I J } · If xis such 

that then S""(~} = f ( i/4 n + ½_n+1). 

now for any given E>O, we make n so large that 



Thus if 

l+(x,J-ftkz)/ < E 

i/411. < X < c/+IJ/4-n-

If x = j/2n, then 

This completes the proof. 
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whenever I '1-1 -'X.z. /.:::: ½'YI.-. 

then we have 

Theorem 5.3. If f{:x) is a g-i'unction with a B-set 

cons5.ating of one pt. x0 = j/2k. Then its interpolating sum 

Sn will converge uniformly to f (x). 

Proof. First of all we observe that 

for sufficiently large n. By increasing n we can make the 

two terms on the right side as small as we please. Thus we 

have proved the convergence of sn(x) to f(x) at x0 = j/2k. 

For x0 =/= j/2k, r(x) is continuous, and hence the 

interpolating sum Sn converges uniformly to f(x) when 
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Similarly for j/2k x 1. This com-

~lctes the ~roof. 

Theorem 5.4. If f'(x) satisfies a Lipschitz coniition 

of order ol. , i.e. 

then 

When x:: j/2n, we have 

This completes the nroor. 

Similarly we nrove the following 

Theorem 5.5. If f'{x) is continuous with a modulus of 

continuity w ( S-J then 

Furthermore by an argument which is exactly the same as the 

one we carried out in urovlng Theorem 1.3, we establish 
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Theorem 5.6 If f(x) is a g-function with a B-set 

B such that B1 f\ B = 0 wnen B' is the derived set of B, then 

the internolating sum converges uniformly to f(x). 
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